FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Black Wolf

Tuff Tent 10
$1,299.99 $974.90

Details

Specifications

Built tough for your rugged expeditions, the Tuff Tent 10 from
Back Wolf provides a reliable base camp when you're on
tour. This spacious dome tent will house the whole family
comfortably on your next trip. It has features three rooms
separated by curtain dividers, which you can also roll back to
create one room. The Tuff Tent 10 has a heavy-duty
2000mm rated fly and a polyester PU floor with a 5000mm
rating - so you'll have excellent protection from moisture all
around. The poles are easy to assemble and made from
19mm steel, so they're extremely durable and will stand the
test of time. The Tuff Tent is also simple to pitch, so you can
spend more time relaxing on your trip.Ventilate no matter the
conditions by pegging out the gusseted windows, and pack
away the guy ropes into the zippered fin pockets to keep
them tidy. When packed up, this shelter is also relatively
compact for its size, making it easy for you to fit in with the
rest of your gear. Reliable, rugged and versatile - the Tuff
Tent 10 from Back Wolf is a solid shelter choice for family
touring adventures. Versatile 3 room tent Curtain dividers can
be rolled back to create one large internal space 19mm steel
poles are strong easy to assemble Guy rope fin
pocketsGusseted windows can be pegged out for ventilation
in any weather Heavy duty fly and floor Packs down
compactly

Snowys Code:

142015

Supplier Code:

31112405721008

Season:

3

Sleeping Capacity:

10 Person

Recommended
Capacity:

6 Person + Living Space

External Dimensions:

600L x 240W cm | Awning 240L x
120W cm

Sleeping Area:

580L x 220W cm

Packed Dimensions:

75L x 40W x 40H cm

Max. Head Height:

205 cm

Material:

150D Polyester with PU coating

Inner Material:

No-See-Um Mesh

Floor Material:

300D Polyester with PU coating

Frame Material:

19 mm Tuff Steel

Waterproof:

Fly 2000 mm | Floor 5000 mm

Weight:

23 Kg

Warranty:

Limited Lifetime

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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